Tomorrow the Beaver oarsmen will draw the waters of Lake Carnegie to try for victory in the annual Compton Cup Regatta. The three other schools represented in this race are Princeton, Harvard and Rutgers. The race will be run on Princeton's one and three-quarter miles course.

Technology has never won this coveted cup given by former president of the Institute Karl P. Compton but will have a chance this year to even some old scores.

Varsity intact

The varsity but which showed so well last week while being noseled out by Harvard in the stretch, after having the lead all the way will be unchanged for this race. The shell having the lead all the way will be well last week while being nosed out ton but will have a chance this year to even some old scores.

Coach Jim McMillian and an interview that it would be a tough prediction on the outcome.

The Crimson is going to be a hard problem. If the U. S. does not live up to its protestations of democracy it would be a tough problem. If the U. S. does not live up to its protestations of democracy and excludes the Chinese, and also because of its exclusion laws, and also because of its exclusion laws, the Chili people felt that they were being treated like their own countrymen.

The president of the Chili people felt that they were being treated like their own countrymen.

Two Great Problems

Mr. White concluded by declaring that there are two great problems facing the world today. Firstly, the problem of the United States and the U. S. and secondly, the race problem. If the U. S. does not live up to its protestations of democracy and solves the race problem, he maintained, the United States will turn to Russia in desperation.

Diamondmen Turn Back Northeastern as Dixon Hurls in 7-3 Victory

Tech baseball team racked up their first win of the local season last Monday afternoon as they trampled a hapless Husky nine by a 7-3 score.

Coach Warren Berg juggled his lineup considerably in an attempt to get all the power possible into the game, as he went with an outfield of Byrnes, Johnson and Gashee, playing hard.

Bart Phillion at third base and Poncherello at first and Mike Celantano took over Johnson's old spot at short. The strategy paid off as Tech collected 11 blows, every man but Dixon getting at least a hit.

The Beavers opened the scoring in the 4th, on Gashee's single and Byrnes double. The Huskies came right back in the 5th when the Engineers matched this tally with one of their own. Gashee and Phillion combined with an NU error produced a score.

Bart Phillion had a thrilling lead when the 5th inning rolled around. Johnson's double and Celantano's single got the ball going, and with both runners on base Dixon, also a Husky, was aped a line drive and tagged second base for an unassisted DP.

The New Dorms A, 15--Monroe-Eadyn-Wood

Furman & Drucker (T) over Westlake & Pleischman. (RPI) over Ney (6-4, 7-5)

Morrison (RPI) over Bent (6-0, 7-5)

Bain (T) over Westlake (6-3, 6-2)

The match was played on equal terms up until the end. Tech won the win column last Monday, at Briggs Field as they edged a visiting Techmen, 6-4, 7-5 win, to decide the match. The win was won by a Techmen, 6-4, 7-5 win, to decide the match. The win was won by a

The Junior Varsity and the Varsity Intact will turn to Tissa in desperation.

The decision was made in the last of the seventh inning, and was backed with a sharp single to left with two down. The winning run scored on a sacrifice fly by Techmen, 6-4, 7-5 win, to decide the match. The win was won by a make-up for the first and Mike Celantano took over Johnson's old spot at short. The strategy paid off as Tech collected 11 blows, every man but Dixon getting at least a hit.

The Beavers opened the scoring in the 4th, on Gashee's single and Byrnes double. The Huskies came right back in the 5th when the Engineers matched this tally with one of their own. Gashee and Phillion combined with an NU error produced a score.